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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
March 13, 2020

Dundalk Renaissance’s Response to COVID 19
Dundalk, MD— Following the lead of Governor Hogan and Baltimore County officials, Dundalk
Renaissance is limiting our face-to-face interactions by canceling all events and in-person meeting until
further notice. We will continue to evaluate the situation as it unfolds taking into consideration
precedent set forth by Baltimore County Schools, CCBC, and the state of Maryland. We are committed
to serving the community of Dundalk and are working to ensure the continuation of all grant programs
and services as best we can during these exceptional times.

All Events and Meetings Canceled
Dundalk Renaissance is closing the physical office until further notice. Staff will be working remotely.
We hope to resume programming soon. We serve many older adults who are particularly vulnerable to
COVID 19. We do not want to endanger this population or individuals with underlying health conditions,
like heart disease, diabetes, cancer, asthma, etc. As a result, we are limiting face-to-face contact as
much as possible.
•
•
•
•

Questions regarding home owner and home buyer grant programs should be directed to Tasha
Gresham-James: Tasha@DundalkUSA.org or 410.282.0261 ext 102
Questions regarding Historic Dundalk Town Center Facade grants and events should be directed
to Nicholas Staigerwald: Nick@DundalkUSA.org or 410.282.0261 ext 103
Questions regarding marketing or home buyer grant events should be directed to Meghan
Sweeney: Meghan@DundalkUSA.org or 410.282.0261 ext 101
For all other questions email DRC@DundalkRenaissance.org

We recommend emailing for a more immediate response to queries.

Milestone Awards Dinner Postponed Until July 23
In an abundance of caution, we have postponed our Milestone Awards Dinner. The Dinner will take
place at Sparrows Point Country Club July 23 at 6pm. We look forward to honoring the individuals and
organizations who are doing amazing things for Dundalk this summer.
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